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Abstract : The way social entrepreneurs act and can positively impact on our society engages the interest of academics,
companies and governments, who seek solutions to solve or alleviate issues related to the abuse of natural resources, as well as
the increase of poverty (social aspects). Studies on social entrepreneurship have been characterized by diverse ramifications
and their transdisciplinary character, permeating various disciplines and approaches. Different bibliometric studies were
conducted within the theme of social entrepreneurship. In this context, because it is a topic in development and multifaceted,
the aim of this article is to present the main interfaces of the studies on the Social Entrepreneur figure in relation to the social
concern of sustainability, highlighting the relevant researches and their trends, as well as their relationship with the
organizations. Aiming to achieve this purpose, the specific goals are: to identify the most cited authors and articles, to verify
the authors and journals with the greatest number of publications and their approaches and to point out their affiliations,
countries, and languages of publications. It is still a secondary objective to identify the emerging trends in relation to the social
entrepreneur and his social concern stemming from the discussions on sustainability. This way, we analyzed articles from two
international databases (Scopus and Web of Science), from 2004 to 2016. The main results were the increase in the number of
publications, with most of them in English language, coming mainly from the United States institutions (such as Indiana
University and Harvard University) and the United Kingdom (whose main institutions are University of London and Robert
Gordon University). Although publications in Spanish and Portuguese are the least expressive in quantity, some tendencies
point to publications that discuss the social entrepreneur in terms of gender (that relates to female entrepreneurship) and
social class (that relates to the need of building communities that contemplate the Social entrepreneur at the base of the
pyramid). It should be noted that the trends of the themes emerged from the analysis of the publication titles only in
Portuguese, since this is the native language of the authors who carry out their studies mainly in Brazil. When considering
articles in Portuguese (57 indicated by WOS and 9 by Scopus), a previous analysis of the titles was carried out to identify how
researchers were approaching the theme social entrepreneur in a joint way to the social dimension of sustainability. However,
the analysis of the titles themselves brought a limitation to our study, since it was felt a need to carry out a qualitative study, in
which it could be possible to consider the abstracts of the available articles.
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